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Motion
Almost 100 years ago, the City voters adopted the charter reforms submitted by the "Board of
Freeholders", which were developed in 1923, voted on in 1924, and enacted in 1925. At the
time, the charter reform movement was focused on tackling corruption, ensuring efficient
government, and improving representation. Although many smaller changes took place after
the 1925 charter reform movement, the next major change didn't take place until the late 1990s,
ushering in important updates such as the Department of Neighborhood E · ipowerment, and
restructured roles and duties of the Council and Mayor.
As the second largest city in the United States, Los Angeles is a major world-wide center of
economic, cultural, and industrial power. As of the last US Census, the City grew approximately
3%, to 3.898 million people, a change of just over 106,000 residents since the 2010 census
count. The City is home to some of the largest communities outside of their respective
countries: Korean, Armenian, Salvadoran, Mexican, Filipino and others, making Los Angeles a
major immigrant destination.
Between 1920 and 1929, the City's population grew from an approximate 577,000 residents, to
just over 1.2 million. It was under this major growth that the City voters chose to create a
Council with 15 members representing the unique corners of the City. With just under 4 million
residents, it is time for the City to once again focus on representation. The Council should
reflect the city residen~s that they serve; a charter amendment to increase the number of seats
with methodology that ties council membership to population will help meet that goal.
I THEREFORE MOVE that the City Council instruct the Chief Legislative Analyst, with the
Assistance of the City Attorney, to report on the steps needed to place a charter reform ballot
initiative before the voters of Los Angeles in 2024, with recommendations that ensure
representation is fixed to population growth, in order to increase the number of Los Angeles City
Council seats.
I FURTHER MOVE that the City Council instruct the Chief Legislative Analyst, with the
assistance of the City Administrative Officer, to prepare a report that outlines and sets forth an
immediate redistricting process to implement the updated reforms, after passage of the
above-mentioned charter reform ballot initiative.
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